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Tuesday March 17th 2020   

 
Yesterday was the first day of our quarantine but I think it really beginn when the                

president spoke about that on tv on Thursday. Since his speech everybody is more scared               
and implicated by that. The rules are often contested because some persons can’t work at               
home or have to go somewhere. I think it’s very difficult to manage because we never knew                 
that, that’s why we must stay vigilant, take care of us and listening the advice. 
 
 

Wednesday March 18th 2020 
 
Since Monday I work at home and it’s totally different because nobody helps you.              

Teachers only give you the lessons and the homework so you have to be independent. This                
is easier when you are in classe because when you don’t understand or something like that                
you can ask to the teacher but now it’s impossible. Sometimes there is no sense, the teacher                 
gives a question and you write and after he give the lessons and you write to, this is no                   
helpful but we have to respect the rules... 

 
Thursday March 19th 2020 
 

The english lessons is the only lessons with call and it’s better than the others               
teachers do. They just give homeworks and it’s not good, it’s more difficult to understand               
what we do that’s why the lessons on meet is easier. However the lessons in class stay the                  
best thing. On the other hand we have to stay at home it’s the rules and i think it’s important                    
to respect. Thanks to that we will stop it faster. 
 

Friday March 20th 2020 
 

The media keep talking about that and it’s become boring because every time of the               
day we hear Coronavirus, we eat corona we sleep corona we play corona so i’m fed up. I’d                  
like to go outside and change this routine because it’s make me die. Moreover my family and                 
my friends miss them. It’s seems i’m locked up and i can’t stand that.I feel like I have no                   
more life and i’m always with my computer and my book. I hope this pandemic will finish                 
soon because i need to have activities to meet people to speak to have fun that’s the real                  
life. I think if we stay too long time together with my family we will become crazy. To try to                    
not become crazy we try to find something new but it’s not so easy... 

 
Monday March 23rd 2020 

 
This system of work will continue because there is more and more dead because of               

corona. J-M Blanquer hopes that the school will restart on the 4 of May. It will be very long                   
and I think we will become bad at school with this work. The teachers continue to give                 
lessons and some exercises but for me we don’t learn like that.  
 



 
 

Friday March 27th 2020 
 
Since the containment I just left my house 4 times and that’s just to walk around it. I                  

miss to go out at school or play sports. I want to see my friends and have a real life.  
 

 
Friday April 03rd 2020 

 
3 weeks have already pasted and since the beginning and i have the impression that               

I work a lot more. Every day teachers give a lot of homework and it still hard to do all this                     
work because sometimes there no help and no clear instructions. We always should look our               
mails or the drive or the classeroom because we always forget somethings. So someday i               
don’t work and i try to do something different otherwise i will die. 

 
Friday April 10TH 2020 
 

It seems the containment will be extended and maybe we will going back to school               
only on september. It would be horrible because now we don’t live we’re always locked               
without socialisation, we can’t share emotions or laugh so that’s not a real life. I think this                 
system of work is not effective it’s look like we learn anything. The only advantage is the                 
supporte between people. However some people are stupids and attack the doctors            
because they are scared to catch disease. 
 

Friday April 17th 2020 
 

The time become more and more longer, in this system of work it’s difficult to find a                 
good solution because the time is cutting everyday so we can’t work as the school that’s not                 
a great way. 
 

Thursday, May 7th 2020 
 

The holidays were weird because nothing change about now. We do the same things              
and every day are similar. I miss to see my friends and family or just have a social life. Even                    
we are at home, I’m always busy and it’s like I have no time for me it’s tiring.  
 
 

Friday May 15th 2020 
 

The lockdown is now over however there are still rules because the virus still present.               
Some people are a little bit stupid because they confuse end of the lockdown and end of the                  
virus. At this time, since the end of the lockdown, I haven’t change anything because I have                 
a lot of homework so i don’t have the time for me and my hobbies. I continue to wake up at                     
eight and a half to be on the computer at nine. I finish my work at six and it’s everyday like                     
that. In my opinion that’s not a real life. 



Tuesday May 19th 2020 
 

The Class Council will be in 1 week and since the end of the real school it is more                   
difficult to work in every subject so that is harder to choose our 3 options. We can’t speak                  
with the teacher about the subject and it will be the next year. I think a lot of student are lost                     
and they will choose randomly so that is not the best thing ever. Even me I hesitate that’s                  
why a tell this to my head teacher to have a meet and talk about that. This appointment give                   
me some advices that I didn’t have yet. However the head teacher doesn’t have enough time                
for every student. 

 
Friday June 5th 2020 

 
Next monday we will return in class for the first time since the 16th March. That’s not                 

really organised at this time. We receive a lot of email to inform us but it is not very clear yet.                     
In fact, some weeks a half of the class will come only on the after noon while the other will                    
be in class on the morning. So we have one usual week of work spread over two weeks. In                   
my opinion, that’s still a good thing to continue to work even this circumstances. The more                
we practice the more we get better.  

 
 

 


